Mini WiFi Cam lc100w
lc100w, easy recording and share daily life, lite and wearable, mount
everywhere. Specially designed for low intensity and general conditions,
such as jogging, cycling…etc. With 4K resolution, presents you vivid
images, time lapse recording feature, you can make 30 minutes to 3
minutes recording (according to your setting). The WiFi capability allows
you to have live time previewing and instant share to your social media
sites. Offer multiple accessories, bike mount, clip mount, waterproof
case for different use.
WiFi Capability

Waterproof IPx5/ IPx8

The built-in WiFi capability allows you to
connect to your mobile devices for real-time
live video preview. Also download to your
mobile devices for instant sharing to your
social media sites.

lc100w with IPx5 allows you to have daily life waterproof, such as
drizzle light rain or sprinkling. However, with waterproof case
IPx8 you can go river trekking, swimming or snorkeling, etc.

4K Time Lapse Recording
People are curious with the process of
constructions, the life cycle of flower or
weather events. With lc100w you can make a
film that you have never tried before.
Loop Recording
The lc100w records video clips of 3, 5, 10 or
30 minute lengths (customer selectable) to
the installed micro SDHC memory card. The
standard loop recording technology prevents
storage overload by erasing the oldest
previously recorded file and replacing it with
the new one.
Small Size with a Spectacular image
The small size of the lc100w makes it perfect
to memorizing every moment. The small size
lc100w is equipped with 8MP CMOS sensor to
capture spectacular images. If you like to ride
a bike and remember the landscape of the
city, country side, you’ll be amazed at how the
lc100w captures the vivid colors with crystal
clear resolution.
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Multiple Colors

Mini Wi-Fi Cam lc100w
SPECIFICATIONS
Sensor Type

SONY IMX179 CMOS Digital Image Sensor

Effective Pixels

3280 (H) x 2464 (V)

Video Resolutions

Full HD: 1920 x 1080@30 fps
HD:1280 x 720@30 fps

Video Format

AVI format, MOV format (H.264+PCM codec)

Still Image Resolution

4K (3840×2160); 5M (2576x1932); 2M
(1920x1080)

Still Image Format

JPG

Time Lapse

Resolution: 4K (3840×2160); 5M (2576x1932); 2M
(1920x1080)
Format: JPG; AVI / MOV

ISO Sensitivity

Auto

Focus Range

1 m ~ infinity

Microphone

Built-in

White Balance

Auto

Waterproof Function

Supports Micro SD (HC,XC) class 10 or above, up to
32GB
IPX5 – Water resistant;
IPX8 for Waterproof Case

Battery

Built-in 700mAh Li-polymer rechargeable

Dimensions

38.5 x 50.3 x 20.4 mm

Weight

Approx. 36g (without memory card)
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Warranty

One year limited hardware warranty from date of purchase

Questions about the HP Car Camcorder
f500g? Look us up online at
http://www.hp.com
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